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Since everyone had introduced themselves to one another, Helena knew the names of Ella and the rest. 

 

Ella had a petite figure and had a pair of bright beautiful eyes. She gave others a very friendly feeling. 

 

“Haha… Why do you need to thank me? I happened to see what went down, so I have to tell you!” Ella 

laughed and continued, “Let’s go. Sounds like people are fighting up ahead. Let’s go and have a look if 

they’re your younger sisters!” 

 

“Alright!” Helena nodded. A faint warmth graced her at the thought of how she had met such a group of 

young people who were so considerate toward her. 

 

Arthur and the others were utterly enthusiastic during their journey. No matter what Helena and the 

others asked about the situation of this place, they replied in detail. This, in turn, informed them about 

the area. 

 

At this moment, jackie and the others had obtained a certain amount of spirited grass throughout the 

day.. Of course, they encountered quite the impressive crowd from the forces of the seas during the 

day. They did not let any of those people go and killed all of them. 

 

However, they also saw bodies of some members from the mainland forces during their journey. Some 

of them should have died during fights with the members of the forces from the seas while some of 

them died in battles with monster beasts. 

 

jackie and the others also found out that there were fights among the second-class aristocratic families 

from the mainland. Their bodies were strewn all over the ground. 

 



It was obvious that these people had lost their reasoning upon entering the area and spotted the 

bountiful precious items. They never thought of working together and were clueless to the presence of 

aboriginal forces in this area. They also did not know that there was an Alliance Guard in this area that 

hated them and hated that they entered this area. 

 “Many have died within eighteen days!” In the evening, jackie and the others found a cave to stay in. 

jackie was slightly worried. “Everyone got so busy taking precious items upon entering that some of 

them had no idea that an Alliance Guard had been formed here to pinpoint on us. The future journey is 

a difficult one, and our strength will be weakened if our men are reduced.” 

 

Nash smiled bitterly. “What else can we do? This is how the world is, and the strong ones get the say. On 

top of that, many people have never seen third-grade spirited grass on the outside. This area not only 

has third-grade spirited grass, but there are even fourth grade ones too. 

 

How can they not take to their heart’ s content? How can they not go crazy over it? Look at the elders 

from the Hall of Divine Royal: They looked forward to Hall Master Matthew’s death once they break 

through into the ultimate god-level so that they can become the next hall master!” 

 

The smiling Alejandro chimed in with a laugh, “Haha … Angus Moseley is a joke and thinks that he’s 

almighty after breaking through into the Second grade ultimate god-level. It never occurred to him to 

become the hall master of the Hall of Divine Royal – he wants to rule all the forces that entered this area 

and wants everybody to submit to him!” | 

 

“I think I should continue to try cultivating third grade intermediate pills. Luckily, I have quite a handful 

of third and fourth-grade pill remedies right now.” In the end, jackie smiled bitterly and took out his pill 

furnace with the flip of his hand. He then took the ingredients out for cultivating third-grade 

intermediate pills and started cultivating them. 


